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Believe in Allah & Spend in His Way

Noor on the Day of Judgement

Strive to Establish Justice

The Reality of this Worldly Life

CRITICAL MESSAGE TO THE UMMAH

 ِUDVِ _َ)ِLَíَْ'&<ْ1ُ ,ْNُLَEَfَ / 0̀ آ1ِ&%ُ#ا 0O/Cِِ َورUِِ4#Fَُ َوأَ]ِْ(5ُ#ا 1ِ

 ْ,Iِ[ِ/ َ̀ ْ*َÇ&&Cَِو ,ْIِ*]ِْ*َأ َ_َْC ,ْ-ُُر#ُ[ ٰìEَ<َْ* 1ِْ&%َ/ِتõُpْ1ِِْ%َ_ َواõُpْ8ََى اM َم#َْ*

 ٌ8ُä/NََMَو ,ْNَُ%&ْDَC 8ٌÉُ/َ)َMَو Yٌَ%&*َوِز #ٌIْ4ََو :ٌEِ4َ /َDْ[J]4ةُ ا/َDKَ4ْا / َ̀ #ا أَ]0 ُ̀ Lَqْا

5َ4َْ[ أَرLْFَْ&%َ/ رjDَB&4ْ/Cِ /َ%&LَFُُ&%َ/ِت َوأَ]IُEَ1َ /َ%&4َْxُْ, اNِ4ْ&'َ/َب َواxDِpَْانَ 



SESSION 1: Critical Message to the Ummah

OBJECTIVES
1. Rejuvenate our emaan and be motivated for action.
2. Learn the tafseer of the surah.
3. Appreciate the reality of this life in relation to the ‘real life of the hereafter’, and act accordingly.

Introductory Points:

b. The period of revelation and context of this surah.
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Sabbaha: َ 0̈B&Fَ

Mulk : }L1ُ

Al-awwalu : ُل اéَو0 Al-akhiru : 8ُÉِmا

Az-zahiru : 8ُ-ِ/0ö4ا Al-bathinu : Gُïِ/َB&4ا

Dawah Perspectives:Dawah Perspectives:

1. Have a clear understanding of the names and attributes of Allah, so you know who you are calling to.1. Have a clear understanding of the names and attributes of Allah, so you know who you are calling to.

2. Contemplate on the names and attributes of Allah in order to increase emaan.2. Contemplate on the names and attributes of Allah in order to increase emaan.

Whatever there is in the heavens glorifies Allah and [whatever there is on] the earth and He is the All-mighty, 
the All-wise. (1) To Him belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth: He gives life and brings death, 
and He has power over all things. (2) He is the First and the Last, the Manifest and the Hidden, and He has 
knowledge of all things. (3)

,ُD&NِKَ4ْا ُx&*xِEَ4َْْرِض ۖ َوُ-َ# اéَْواِت َوا/& َ̀ ِ sVِ /1َ ا4>0 َ jO َ 0̈B&Fَ
8ٌ*]ِaَ ٍْءsâَ jn7ُ ٰìLَqَ #َ-َُو ۖ ûُD& ِ̀ &/َواِت َواéَْْرِض ۖ *sDِKُْ َو*ُ َ̀ Lْ1ُ Uُ4َُ{ ا4>0

,ٌD&ِL&qَ ٍْءsâَ jnNُCِ #َ-َُو ۖ Gُïِ/&َB&4ْ0&/ِ-8ُ َواö&48ُ َواÉِmُْل َوا ُ-َ# اéَْو0

(١)

(٢)

(٣)
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Istawaa: ٰى#ََ'&Fا

Dawah Perspectives:

1. The concept of God has to be clearly presented before anything else.

2. Emphasis has to paid to the fact that Allah is perfect and unique.

It is He who created the heavens and the earth in six days; then settled on the Throne. He knows whatever 
enters the earth and whatever emerges from it and whatever descends from the sky and whatever ascends to 
it, and He is with you wherever you may be, and Allah sees best what you do. (4)  To Him belongs the kingdom 
of the heavens and the earth, and to Allah all matters are returned. (5)  He makes the night pass into the day 
and makes the day pass into the night, and He knows best what is in the breasts. (6)

 ُ®ِL&َ* /&1َ ,ُLَEَْ* ۚ 8ِْشEَ4ْا ìLَqَ ٰى#ََ'&&Fْ0 ا,ُä ٍأَ*0&/م Yِ0'&&Fِ sVِ َْرَضéَْواِت َوا/& َ̀ ُ-َ# اHِ04ي eَLَÉَ ا4>0
 /&1َ Gَْ*َأ ,ْNُEَ1َ #َ-َُو ۖ /&IَD&Vِ 8ُُجEَْ* /&1َِء َو/& َ̀ &&%xُِْل Gَ1ِ ا4>0 sVِ اéَْْرِض َو8ُíَْ* /&1َُج Iَْ%&&1ِ&/ َو1َ&/ *َ

8ٌD&AَِC َن#&Lُ َ̀ EَْM /& َ̀ Cِ ُ 0O7ُ&&%ْ&&'ُْ, ۚ َوا
lfَ8ُْM Uُِ ا1ُُÇ&&4ْ&#ُر َّL&4ا ì4َِإ &/َواِت َواÇ&&4َْْرِض ۚ َو َ̀ Lْ1ُ Uُ4َُ{ ا4&>َّ

ُ[وِر ُّA&4َاِت اH&Cِ ,ٌD&ِL&qَ #َ-َُو ۚ nِْD& َّL&4ا sVِ َر/&Iََ Iََ&/ِر َو*ُ#4ِ®ُ ا4&%ّ &sVِ nَْD ا4&%ّ َّL&44ِ®ُ ا#ُ*

(٤)

(٥)

(٦)
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Istikhlaaf :  ف@í'ِFا

Dawah Perspectives:

1. We need to monitor what we have been made  ‘khalifah’ over as an ongoing process.

2. Quran is the means to attain light in this life and the hereafter.

Have faith in Allah and His Messenger, and spend out of that wherein He has made you successors. Those of 
you who have faith and spend [in Allah’s way] - there is a great reward for them. (7)  Why should you not have 
faith in Allah while the Messenger invites you to have faith in your Lord, and He has certainly made a covenant 
with you, should you be faithful? (8)  It is He who sends down manifest signs to His servant that He may bring 
you out of darkness into light, and indeed Allah is most kind and merciful to you. (9)

8ٌDِB7َ 8ٌfَْأ ,ْIَُ4 وَأَ]ْ(5َُ#ا ,ْNُْ%&1ِ آ1َ&%ُ#ا Gَ*Hِ04/َV ۖ UِDVِ َ_)َِLíَْ'&<ْ1ُ ,ْNَُLEَfَ / 0̀ (٧)آ1ِ&%ُ#ا 0O/Cِِ َورUِِ4#Fَُ وَأَ]ِْ(5ُ#ا 1ِ

(٨)

,ٌD=َِ8َ4َءُوٌف ر ,ْNُCِ َ0Oِر ۚ َوإِن0 ا#J%&4ا ìَ4ِِت إ/ َ̀ LُJö4ا Gَ1ِ ,ْNُfَِ8íُْDِ4 ٍت/َ%&jDَC ِه آ*َ/ٍت]ِْB&qَ ٰìَLqَ ُلjxَ%&ُ* يHِ04(٩)ُ-َ# ا

_َ%ِ1ِْõ1ُ ,ُْ'&ْ%&7ُ إِْن ,ْNُaَ/َç&D1ِ َHÉََأ ]ْaََو ,ْNُjC8َCِ 1ِْ&%ُ#اõُ'&ِ4 ,ْ7ُ#qُ]َْ* ُل#Fُ0840ِ ۙ َواO/Cِ 1ِْ&%ُ#َنõُM +َ ,ْNُ4َ /1ََو
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Why should you not spend in the way of Allah, while to Allah belongs the heritage of the heavens and the 
earth? Not equal are those of you who spent and fought before the victory. They are greater in rank than those 
who have spent and fought afterwards. Yet Allah has promised the best reward to each and Allah is well aware 
of what you do. (10)  Who is it that will lend Allah a good loan, that He may multiply it for him and [that] there 
may be a noble reward for him?  (11)

Dawah Perspectives:

1. ALL things belong to Allah !

2. The time to invest is NOW! Use all your abilities, faculties and time to invest in the hereafter.

 ِnْB&َa Gْ1ِ eََ)ْ[َأ Gْ1َ ,ْNُْ%&1ِ َرِْض ۚ َ+ *َْ>&'َِ#يéْوَاِت وَا/ َ̀ وNَُ4 /1ََْ, أَ+M 0ُ&%ِْ(5ُ#ا nِDِBFَ sVِ ا0Oِ َو8D1ِ َِjOَاُث ا4>0
 / َ̀ Cِ ُ0Oوَا ۚ ٰìَ%&<ْKُْ40ُ اOا َ]qََا ۚ و7َُ@ًّ و#ُLَM/َaَو ُ]EَْC Gْ1ِ أَ]ْ(5َُ#ا Gَ*Hِ04ا Gَ1ِ Yًfََدَر ,َُöqَْأ }َiَِٰ4أُو ۚ nََM/َaَا4ْ(َ&'ْ¨ِ و

8ٌDِBÉَ َن#ُL َ̀ EَْM
,ٌ*8ِ7َ 8ٌfَْأ Uُ4ََو Uُ4َ Uَُ)qِ/£َُDَV /ً%&<َ=َ /•ًْ8aَ َ0Oي *85ُُِْض اHِ04ذَا ا Gْ1َ

(١٠)

(١١)
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Lessons Learnt:

/ِ]8SُْC ,ْIَِا7ُُ, اD4َْْ#َم fَ&%0/ٌت 8ِvَْMي  َ̀ ْ*َÇ&&Cَِو ,ْIِ*]ِْ*َأ َ_َْC ,ْ-ُُر#ُ[ ٰìEَ<َْ* 1ِْ&%َ/ِتõُpْ1ِِْ%َ_ َواõُpْ8ََى اM َم#َْ*
,ُDöِEَ4ْذ4ََِٰ{ ُ-َ# ا4ْ(َْ#زُ ا ۚ /IَDVِ Gَ*]ِِ4/Éَ ُر/Iَْ[َéْا /Iَ'ِKَْM Gْ1ِ

The day you will see the faithful, men and women, with their light moving swiftly before them and on their 
right, [and greeted with the words:] ‘There is good news for you today ! Gardens with streams running in 
them, to remain in them [forever]. That is the great success.’ (12)  The day the hypocrites, men and women, 
will say to the faithful, ‘Please let up on us, that we may glean something from your light!’ They will be told: 
‘Go back and grope for light!’ Then there will be set up between them a wall with a gate, with mercy on its 
interior and punishment toward its exterior. (13) They will call out to them, ‘Did we not use to be with you?’
They will say, ‘Yes! But you cast yourselves into temptation, and you awaited and were doubtful, and [false] 
hopes deceived you until the edict of Allah arrived, and the Deceiver deceived you concerning Allah. (14)

(١٢)

*َْ#َم *5َُ#ُل ا5ُVِ/َ%&ُpْ#َن َوا5َVِ/َ%&ُpْ/ُت Gَ*Hِ0Lِ4 آ1َ&%ُ#ا ا]8ُُöْو]َ/ ]Gْ1ِ ~ْBَِ'&5َْ ]ُ#رnَDaِ ,ْ7ُِ ارEُfِْ#ا َورَاَء7ُ,ْ 
Yُ َو†َ/ِ-8ُهُ UِِL&َB&aِ Gْ1ِ اHEَ4َْاُب َ̀ ُ>#ا ]ُ#رًا Vَُ£8َِب Cِ ,ْIَُ%&ْDَCُ>#ٍر C Uُ4ََ/ٌب UِDVِ Uُُ%&ïِ/َC ا084ْ= ِ̀ َ'&4ْ/َV(١٣)

 Js[ِ/1ََéْا ,ُNُْM08óََو ,ُْ'&ْB&َMَْوار ,ُْ'&Aْ0C8ََMَو ,ْNُ<َُ)ْ[َأ ,ُْ'&ْ%&َ'&َV ,ْNُ0%&Nَِٰ4َو ٰìLََC 4ُ#ا/aَ ۖ ,ْNُEَ1َ GْNَُ[ ,ْ4ََأ ,ْIَُ[ُدو/َ%&ُ*
(١٤)َ=&'fَ ٰì0/َء أ8ُ1َْ ا0Oِ َو0O/Cِ ,ْ7ُ08óَِ ا8ُtَ4ْوُر
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So today no ransom shall be taken from you, nor from the faithless. The Fire will be your abode: it is your 
[ultimate] refuge and an evil destination.’ (15) Is it not time yet for those who have faith that their hearts 
should be humbled for Allah’s remembrance and to the truth which has come down [to them], and to be not 
like those who were given the Book before? Time took its toll on them and so their hearts were hardened, and 
many of them are transgressors. (16) Know that Allah revives the earth after its death. We have certainly made 
the signs clear for you so that you may apply reason. (17)

Lessons Learnt:

8ُDAَِpْا ~َْi&Cِ1َ#َْ+7ُْ, ۖ َو َs-ِ ۖ َْوا7ُُ, ا4&%0/ُرÇ&&1َ ۚ 7َ(8َُوا Gَ*Hِ04ا Gَ1ِ +ََو Yٌَ*]ْVِ ,ْNُْ%&1ِ ُHÉَْõُ* +َ َم#َْD4ْ/َV
 َG*Hَِّ4/&7َ ا#ُ[#Nَُ* /&4ََو ِeّKَ4ْا Gَ1ِ ََلx&َ[ /&1ََو Uِ َّL&48ِ7ْ اHِِ4 ,ْIُُC#&Lُaُ َlSَíَْM آ1َ&&%ُ#ا أَْن Gَ*HَِّL&ِ4 ِْنÇ&&َ* ,ْ4ََأ

أُوMُ#ا اNِ4ْ&&'َ&/َب P&َV nُْB&aَ Gْ1َِ&/َل IِْD&Lَqَُ, اIُُC#&Lُaُ ûْ<َ5ََV ]ُ1ََÇ&&4ْْ, ۖ و5ُFِ/&َV ,ْIُْ%&&1ِ 8ٌD&çِ7ََ&#َن
َ *sDِKُْ اéَْْرَض Nُ4َ /&0%&&0D&َC ]ْaَ ۚ /IَMِ#ْ1َ ]َEَْCُ, اmْ*َ&/ِت Lُ5ِEَْM ,ْNُ0LEَ4َ&#َن 0Oا أَن0 ا# ُ̀ Lَqْا

(١٥)

(١٦)

(١٧)
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Verily those men who give charity and those women who give charity and who lend Allah a goodly loan, it 
will be multiplied for them is a noble reward. (18)  Those who have faith in Allah and His messengers it is they 
who are the truthful and the witnesses with their Lord; they shall have their reward and their light. But as for 
those who are faithless and deny Our signs, they shall be the inmates of hell. (19) Know that the life of this 
world is just play and diversion, and glitter, and mutual vainglory among you and covetousness for wealth 
and children like the rain whose vegetation impresses the farmer; then it withers and you see it turn yellow, 
then it becomes chaff, while in the Hereafter there is a severe punishment and forgiveness from Allah and His 
pleasure; and the life of this world is nothing but the wares of delusion. (20)

Dawah Perspectives:

1. Reality of this life.

,ٌ*8ِ7َ 8ٌfَْأ ,ْIُ4ََو ,ْIُ4َ ©ُqَ/£َُ* /ً%&<َ=َ /•ًْ8aَ َ0O8َُ•#ا اaَِْت َوأ/aَj] 0Aُpَْوا _َaِj] 0Aُpْ(١٨)إِن0 ا

Iََ[اُء qِ&%َْ[ َرIُ4َ ,ْIِjCْ, أ8fَُُْ-ْ, َو]ُ#رُُ-ْ, ۖ  JS45ُ#َن ۖ َوا*j] jA4ا ,ُ-ُ }َiَِٰ4أُو UِِL&Fُُ0ِ َورO/Cِ آ1َ&%ُ#ا Gَ*Hِ04َوا
ِ,&DKِvَ4ُْب ا/KَRَْأ }َiَِٰ4أُو /َ%&Mِ/َ*§Cِ ا#ُC0H7ََ7َ(8َُوا و Gَ*Hِ04(١٩)َوا

 ِnَç& َ̀ / اDKَ4َْ/ةُ اEِ4َ /َDْ[J]4ٌ: َوIْ4ٌَ# َوِز*&%Yٌَ َوNَُ%&ْDَC 8ٌÉُ/َ)َMْ, َوsVِ 8ٌُä/NََM ا1َْéَْ#اِل َواéَْوَْ+ِد ۖ 7َ َ̀ #ا أَ]0 ُ̀ Lَqْا
 ٌ]*]ِâَ َاٌبHqَ 8َِةÉِmْا sVِ1ً/ ۖ َو/َP=ُ ُن#Nَُ* 0,ُä 8ًَّا)Aْ1ُ ُ8ََاه'&َV ُ®DIَِ* 0,ُä UُُM/َB&َ[ 0/َر)Nُ4ْا :َvَqَْأ ¶ٍْDóَ

(٢٠)َوtْ1َِ(8َةٌ Gَ1ِ ا0Oِ َورِْ•َ#اٌن ۚ َو1َ/ اDKَ4َْ/ةُ اDْ[J]4َ/ إِ+0 1َ&'َ/ُع ا8ُtُ4ْوِر
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Dawah Perspectives:

1. Take the lead !

2. Do not let temporary set backs get you down.

 ِ0O/Cِ آ1َ&%ُ#ا Gَ*Hِ0Lِ4 0ْت]qَُِرِْض أéِْء َوا/ َ̀ 5ُCِ/Fَ#ا إtْ1َ ٰì4َِِ(8ٍَة Gْ1ِ َرNُjCْ, َو8Eَ7َ /Iَ•ُْ8qَ Yٍ0%&fَِْض ا4>0
ِ,&DöِEَ4ْا nِ£َْ)4ْ0ُ ذُو اOُء ۚ َوا/Sََ* Gْ1َ UِDMِْõُ* ِ0Oا nُ£َْV }َِ4َٰذ ۚ UِِL&Fُُ(٢١)َور

1َ/ أRََ/َب sVِ YٍَB&DAِ1ُ Gْ1ِ اéَْرِْض وََ+ sVِ أَ]ْ(ُِ>Nُْ, إِ+sVِ 0 7ِ&'َ/ٍب nِْB&aَ Gْ1ِ أَْن ]َ&8ْBَأََ-/ ۚ إِن0 
8ٌD<َِ* ِ0Oا ìLَqَ }َِ4َٰ(٢٢)ذ

/ آMَ/7ُْ, ۗ َواíْ1ُ 0n7ُ J:Kُِ* +َ ُ0O&'َ/ٍل íَُV#ٍر َ̀ Cِ 8َُْ=#ا)َM +ََو ,ْNَُM/َV /1َ ٰìLَqَ ا#ْFَْÇ&&َM @َْDNَِ4(٢٣)

]ُD ِ̀ Kَ4ْا Js%ِtَ4ْ0َ ُ-َ# اOن0 اoَِV 0ل#ََ'&َ* Gْ1ََو ۗ nِíُْB&4ْ/Cِ 8ُ1ُْوَن ا4&%0/َسÇ&&َ*َن َو#LُíَْB&َ* Gَ*Hِ04(٢٤)ا

Take the lead towards forgiveness from your Lord and a paradise as vast as the heavens and the earth,
prepared for those who have faith in Allah and His messengers. That is Allah’s grace, which He grants to 
whomever He wishes, and Allah is dispenser of a great grace. (21) No affliction visits the earth or yourselves 
but it is in a Book before We bring it about - that is indeed easy for Allah. (22) So that you may not grieve for 
what escapes you, nor exult for what comes your way, and Allah does not like any swaggering braggart. (23) 
Such as are stingy and bid [other] people to be stingy. And whoever refuses to comply [should know that] 
indeed Allah is the All-sufficient, the All-laudable. (24)

و

و
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 َ]*]ِKَ4ْ4َْ&%َ/ اxْ[ََوأ ۖ Øِ<ْ5ِ4ْ/Cِ 5َُ#َم ا4&%0/ُسDِ4 َاَنxDِpَْب َوا/َ'&Nِ4ْا ,ُIُEَ1َ /َ%&4َْxْ[َِت َوأ/َ%&jDَB&4ْ/Cِ /َ%&LَFُُر /َ%&LْFَْأَر ]ْ5َ4َ
ٌx*xِqَ rي#ِaَ َ0Oإِن0 ا ۚ :ِْDtَ4ْ/Cِ UُLَFُُ8ُهُ َورAُْ%&َ* Gْ1َ ُ0Oا ,َLَEَْDِ40/ِس َو%&Lِ4 ُlVِ/َ%&1ََو ]ٌ*]ِâَ ٌْسÇ&&َC UِDVِ(٢٥)

&%Iْ1ُ ,ْIُْ&'ٍَ[ ۖ و5Fِ/َV ,ْIُْ%&1ِ 8ٌDçِ7ََُ#َن ِ̀ َV ۖ َب/َ'&Nِْ40ةَ وَا#ُB&J%&4ا / َ̀ Iِ'ِ0* jذُر sVِ /َ%&ْLEَfََو ,َD-ِ8َْاCَِوإ /=ً#ُ[ /َ%&ْLFَْأَر ْ]َ(٢٦)و5َ4َ

Certainly We sent Our messengers with manifest proofs, and We sent down with them the Book and the 
Balance, so that mankind may maintain justice; and We sent down iron, in which there is great might and uses 
for mankind, and so that Allah may know those who help Him and His messengers in [their] absence. Indeed 
Allah is all-strong, all-mighty. (25) Certainly We sent Noah and Abraham and We ordained among their 
descendants prophethood and the Book. Some of them are [rightly] guided, and many of them are 
transgressors. (26)



1
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 sVِ /&َ%&& LْEَfََو nَD&ِv&&ْ[ ِÅْهُ ا/&َ%&& ْD&َM8ْ1َ*ََ, َوآ GِْCا ì<َD&EِCِ /&َ%&& ْD&0)&aََو /&َ%&&ِL&Fُ8ُCِ ,ْ-ِِر/&َäآ ٰìLَqَ /&َ%&& ْD&0)&aَ 0,ُä
&&'ََ[IِْD&Lَqَ /&-َ/&َ%&&ْB&َ'&&7َ /&1َ /&-َ#qُْ, إِ+0 اtَ'ِْC&/َء رِْ•َ#انِ  ْCا Yً0D[ِ/َB-َْوَر Yً َ̀ Lُaُ#ِب اGَ*Hِ04 اEَُB&0M#هُ َرأYًَVْ َوَرْ=

&/ َر0e=َ /&-َ#ْqَ رDَM§َV ۖ /&Iَ'َِ*/&qَِْ%َ/ اGَ*Hِ04 آ1َ&&%ُ#ا Iُْ%&&1ِْ, أ8َfَُْ-ْ, ۖ و5ُFِ/&َV ,ْIُْ%&&1ِ 8ٌD&çِ7ََ&#َن َ̀ َV ِ 0Oا
ِ'Uِ َو*Nُ4َ nْEَvَْْ, ]ُ&#ًرا  َ̀ َ َوآ1ِ&&%ُ#ا Gْ1ِ ِ_ْLَْ)&7ِ ,ْNُMِõُْ* Uِِ4#Fُ8َCِ َرْ= 0O5ُ0#ا اMآ1َ&&%ُ#ا ا Gَ*Hِ04ا /&IَJ*َأ /&َ*

,ٌD&=ٌِر َر#&ُ)&óَ ُ 0Oَوا ۚ ,ْNُ4َ 8ْ)ِtَْ*َو UِCِ َن#&Sُ ْ̀ َM
 ِUD&Mِõُْ* ِ 0Oا ]َِD&Cِ nَ£َْ)&4َْوأَن0 ا ۙ ِ 0Oا nِ£َْV Gْ1ِ ٍْءsâَ ٰìLَqَ ِب أَ+0 *5َِْ[ُروَن/&َ'&&Nِ4ْا nُ-َْأ ,َLَEَْ* 0@َi&& ِ4

ِ,&&D&öِEَ4ْا nِ£َْ)&4ْذُو ا ُ 0Oُء ۚ َوا/&Sََ* Gْ1َ

(٢٧)

(٢٨)

(٢٩)

Then We followed them up with Our messengers and We followed [them] with Jesus son of Mary, and We 
gave him the Evangel, and We put in the hearts of those who followed him kindness and mercy. But as for 
monasticism, they innovated it - We had not prescribed it for them - only seeking Allah’s pleasure. Yet they did 
not observe it with due observance. So We gave to the faithful among them their [due] reward, but many of 
them are transgressors. (27) O you who have faith! Be wary of Allah and have faith in His Messenger. He will 
grant you a double share of His mercy and give you a light to walk by, and forgive you, and Allah is all-
forgiving, all-merciful; (28) so that the People of the Book may know that they have no power over anything 
of Allah’s grace, and that all grace is in Allah’s hand which He grants to whomever He wishes and Allah is 
dispenser of a great grace. (29)

و

و


